Figure 4.2: MANY-WORLDS / ALTERNATE UNIVERSE FLOWCHART
Reality A: ———
Reality B: ……….
Reality C: - - - - - Reality D: - . - . - .

Die happy of old age (this reality)
Die happy at age 85
Get involved in head-on collision
Die old, rich, and happy

Get involved in a
head-on collision
and die instantly

Reality E: ═════ Die in Drug Overdose
Reality F: ▬▬▬ ▬▬ Die early of SIDS
Reality G: → → → Die at 60 of loneliness
Reality H: = = = = Wife leaves, die broke
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Alternate realities all occurring during
the ever-present Now, but on different
levels, or planes, of existence. Each
reality exists simultaneously and converges each split second a conscious
decision is made by each and every
organism. Theory is based on the idea
that each reality is equally real within
its own three-dimensional realm and
occurs with its counterparts at the
same convergent moment.
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